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The Video Conferencing Regional Leads Network (VCRLN) is an initiative to advance the use of video conferencing in K-12 schools in the Canadian province of Alberta. The network has grown and from it’s beginning phases and advanced its mission in unanticipated directions from its inception. This poster will present the progression of the VCRLN identifying the challenges involved with keeping a growing professional development network thriving. The cascade model of professional development will be emphasized with specific focus on the roles of the members of this network.
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The context

Video conferencing (VC) is a relatively new teaching and learning innovation (Lim & Freed, 2009). In the province of Alberta in Canada, VC has been used to support education for a number of years. A key obstacle to the implementation of VC in K-12 classrooms involves the argument Luck (2009) has put forth that the introduction of new technologies such as VC involves a change in professional practice. Therefore, a support system called the Video Conferencing Regional Leads Network (VCRLN) was put into place to assist teachers to learn more about VC and to provide teacher professional development in as equitable a manner as possible across the province. The intended outcome of the VCRLN was to construct a geographically distributed team of teachers across the province to provide training, resources and support for all teachers in Alberta using video conferencing technology. There were four types of need that were identified for the VCRLN to support teachers in their professional practice. These teacher support needs were: technical expertise, teacher preparation, effective practices with VC, and relationship building. To meet these needs, the VCRLN eventually evolved into an organization with a Provincial Coordinator, Provincial team members, Regional Leads and Course Delivery Mentors.
Discussion of the cascade model

The VCRLN was structured on a cascade model of professional development where teacher professional development support “trickles down” from a centralized organization to pockets of local support. Originally, the VCRLN was made up of Regional Lead teachers and a Provincial Coordinator. The Regional Lead teachers provided support to teachers within their professional development region across school jurisdictions. This support included technology expertise, pedagogical examples, resources & organizational assistance. The Provincial Coordinator guided the efforts of the Regional Lead teachers and liaised with external organizations to determine where the VCRLN needed to offer in terms of assistance to teachers.

As the VCRLN evolved, a team of teachers worked at the provincial level with the Provincial Coordinator to provide support to the Regional Lead teachers in the field and to manage VC events, teacher to teacher collaborations and VC activities for teachers. Also, a type of specialized Regional Lead teachers came into being to support teachers using VC to delivery courses at a distance. These Course Delivery mentors deal entirely with teachers who are teaching via VC to students around the province. This shift in services demonstrates the ability of a small provincial network to adjust to the needs and demands of teachers in the field.

At its high point, the VCRLN matured into a successful example of how the cascade model of professional development could operate across a large geographic area. The local nature of support allowed the network and its component pieces to evolve to meet the needs of educators in Alberta. This evolution in the cascade model started at a single Provincial Coordinator working with Regional Lead teachers and developed into a Provincial Coordinator, a Provincial team, Regional Lead teachers & Course Delivery Mentors.
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